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HOUSE
RESEARCH HB 3631
ORGANIZATION bill analysis 5/7/2001 S. Turner, Hochberg

SUBJECT: Delaying implementation of the Student Success Initiative

COMMITTEE: Public Education — favorable, without amendment

VOTE: 7 ayes — Sadler, Dutton, Dunnam, Hardcastle, Hochberg, Oliveira, Olivo

2 nays — Grusendorf, Smith

WITNESSES: For — Al Kauffman, MALDEF; Ernie Lawrence; Larry McClenny; Magnolia
McCullough, 10th Episcopal District African Methodist Church; Craig
Tounget, Texas Parent Teacher Association

Against — Brock Gregg, Association of Texas Professional Educators; Rene
Lara, Texas Federation of Teachers

On — Jim Nelson, Ann Smisko, Texas Education Agency; Anna Alicia
Romero, Intercultural Development Research Association; Troy Simmons,
Texas Association of School Boards and Longview Independent School
District; Mary Ward, Texas Association of School Administrators

BACKGROUND: In 1999, the 76th Legislature enacted, as part of SB 4 by Bivins, the Student
Success Initiative (SSI) to ban the practice of social promotion — the
automatic advancement of students from one grade to the next. Starting with
the class of students who began kindergarten in 1999, SSI would require
them to pass the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) in order to
be promoted to the next grade level. 

SSI is scheduled for implementation in the 2002-03 school year, after which
all third grade students will have to pass the reading portion of the TAAS to
be promoted. Fifth graders (starting in 2004-05) and eighth graders (in 2007-
08) will have to pass both the reading and math portions of TAAS to be
advanced to the next grade level. At each of these grades, students will have
three opportunities to take the test, with an interval between test
administrations to allow for remedial education. 

Concurrent with SSI, a new, more rigorous TAAS exam also is set for
implementation in 2003. The new TAAS will be called TAAS II.
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DIGEST: The bill would amend the Education Code to delay implementation of the
Student Success Initiative for one year. Passage of the TAAS exam as a
prerequisite for advancement to the next grade level would apply to:

! third graders beginning in the 2003-2004 school year, 
! fifth graders beginning in the 2005-2006 school year, and 
! eighth grade beginning with the 2008-2009 school year.

The bill would take effect September 1, 2001.

SUPPORTERS
SAY:

HB 3631 is needed to give students one year to adjust to the new TAAS II
exam before subjecting them to the requirements of the Student Success
Initiative. The new TAAS II will not have been validated as a test instrument
when it is first administered, nor will it have been field tested for content
validity or technical errors. National education associations caution against
implementing a new instrument too quickly, before field testing and
validation. TEA has announced it will not rate campuses and school districts
based on the 2003 TAAS II administration because the test will be too new.
It would not be fair to hold students accountable using TAAS II if districts
and campuses would not be held accountable too. This would amount to
punishing students for the state’s experiment.

HB 3631 would help to prevent students from dropping out of school. The
new TAAS II will be more difficult, and numerous studies show that students
who are retained a grade level are more likely to drop out of school. TEA
anticipates significantly higher failure rates on TAAS II and has requested
that performance measures be lowered for TAAS II. For example, the 2002
target for students passing all tests taken is set at 85 percent, and TEA
requested that the target be lowered to 67.6 percent for 2003. TEA requested
the target for economically-disadvantaged students passing all tests be
reduced from 78 percent in 2002 to 58.1 percent for 2003.

Schools and students would not suffer if SSI implementation were delayed
until 2004. In fact, students would benefit due to use of a field-tested TAAS
II instrument and teacher familiarity with test-question format. Starting SSI in
2003 would not allow teachers to adequately prepare students for TAAS II
because they will not be familiar with the new test. Students who have
mastered material concepts still might not perform well on a new test due to
unfamiliarity with new question formatting. When testing is used as a
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measure of student performance, students must have had a meaningful
opportunity to learn the content of the exam. It will take time for the tested
material to be integrated into the curriculum.

Failure to implement this bill would have serious financial consequences,
particularly since TEA predicted low passing rates for the new TAAS II
exam.  If student failure rates were high, schools would have to administer
TAAS up to three times in each academic year. Presumably, subsequent
administrations of the exam would include different exam questions, resulting
in additional test item development costs. Current law requires school
districts to provide students who fail TAAS with accelerated instruction in
the subjects which the student did not pass. Accelerated instruction groups
must have a student to teacher ratio no higher than ten to one. If a student
failed TAAS for the second time during an administration later in the school
year, this instruction would have to take place in summer school. Districts
would face the cost of hiring additional summer school instructors and
providing student transportation. If students failed a third time, current law
would require a grade-placement committee to meet to determine whether the
child should be promoted to the next grade. The grade-placement committee
must include “the teacher of the subject of an assessment instrument on
which the student failed to perform satisfactorily.” Convening the committee
in the summer would cause districts to incur additional costs to include the
student’s school-year teacher, as a summer meeting would be outside of the
teacher’s contractual duties.

OPPONENTS
SAY:

SSI should not be delayed; it should have been implemented earlier.  Social
promotion does a disservice to students. The sooner educators and parents
become aware of a student’s academic deficiencies, the sooner that student
gets the instruction necessary to succeed. Students are not punished by being
denied promotion until they are academically prepared for the next grade;
students are punished by being passed to the next grade without the
necessary skills.  As long as schools continue to pass students, those with
academic difficulties will not be identified and assisted. SSI will continue
raising standards for education in Texas.

Raising the standards for TAAS would help to improve education in the
tested subjects of reading and math. Students already should be well
prepared for the reading portion of the new TAAS II exam. Close to $460
million in state and federal funds have been expended on reading initiatives
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and student success programs, including the governor’s statewide reading
initiative, grants to local school districts to improve reading, the master
reading teacher certification, the accelerated reading instruction program to
assist K-2 students, statewide teacher reading academies, and development
of parental involvement in reading instruction materials. Reading is not
currently a teacher shortage area. Similar programs for math will soon be
available through the governor’s math initiative. By the time SSI would apply
to fifth graders under current law (2005), similar training and resources
would be available to math teachers.  In addition, the new TAAS II would be
based on the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEAKS) curriculum,
which is the curriculum currently used in Texas schools. It is not like
students are being asked to learn something that is not in the curriculum in
order to pass to the next grade level.

The grade placement committee would serve as a safeguard.  Where
appropriate, the grade placement committee could allow a student to advance
to the next grade despite failing TAAS II. Parents, as members of the grade
placement committee, would, at the very least, be aware that their student
was struggling academically and in need of additional attention.

The accountability system for school districts and campuses is not
exclusively TAAS based. Accountability ratings depend on state
assessments in multiple subjects, among many other factors.  The next phase
of the accountability system will require examination of additional factors,
including high school completion rates.  TEA still will conduct
accountability evaluation and reporting activities in 2003, despite not issuing
accountability ratings. Schools still will receive school report cards from the
state.


